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New Zealand, for much of the present century has been regarded by other English speaking nations as boldly experimenting in the development of social policy; but is currently taking the dismantling of the welfare state further than most western countries. This thesis provides a historical analysis of job creation for the unemployed, which was provided by the state on a relatively large scale (relative to the size of the New Zealand population), from the earliest days of colonisation in the 1840s until it was virtually phased out in the mid-1980s.

The thesis examines the competing ideas and interests which conditioned the adoption, growth, fluctuations in the eventual demise of job creation as the mainstay of the New Zealand state's responses to unemployment. In particular, it examines the impact of the various sets of ideas about work and human nature which were brought to New Zealand in the course of colonisation by the British; and the extent to which the colonisers were able to recreate patterns of work and dependency from Britain.

The study of job creation in New Zealand is a history of conflict based on class interests. One task of the thesis is to show how the state has responded in different periods to demands from working men for the 'right to work'. However, it is also a history of the reinforcing of ancient divisions of labour along lines of gender and ethnicity, and of the relative privileging of 'pakeha' (white, European) men in terms of their access to paid work provided by the state.

Job creation for the unemployed has been a site of both conflict and compromise between (mainly male) labour and capital throughout the post-colonisation period in New Zealand. This thesis provides an in-depth study of the ways in which such conflict and compromise contributed to the development, form and eventual demise of job creation in New Zealand.
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GLOSSARY OF MAORI AND NEW ZEALAND TERMS

Aotearoa: The Land of the Long White Cloud (New Zealand)

Mana: Influence, authority, social standing

Iwi: Tribe

Maori: The inhabitants of New Zealand prior to British colonisation in 1840.

Pakeha: White person, European

Tapu: Sacred, prohibited

New Zealand English Terms

Backblocks: Remote rural districts.

'Criminally lazy poor': Workers who were regularly unemployed, many of them casual workers.

'Helpful poor': The unemployed whose unemployment was considered as not of their own making. These were workers who rarely sought state assistance and were prepared to accept whatever work was on offer.

'Red Fed': Member of the New Zealand Federation of Labour.

Non-reproductive work: Public works involving improvement of streets, roads, &c., improvement of domains, parks and reserves, improvement of schools and hospitals.

Reproductive work: Public works involving land-drainage, general land development, erosion protection, improvement of backblocks roads, afforestation, reclamation, &c.

Section: Portion of land.

'Swaggies': Mobile landless labourers who met the seasonal labour requirements of the large pastoral landholdings in the nineteenth-century.
ABBREVIATIONS

AJHR Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives
Census New Zealand Population Census
CSE Conference of Socialist Economists
EPC Employment Promotion Conference
ESC Economic Summit Conference
JALC Journal and Appendix of the Legislative Council
JDL Journal of the Department of Labour
MSC Manpower Service Commission (UK)
MMP Mixed Member Proportional Representation
NZC New Zealand Company
NZDL New Zealand Department of Labour
NZIIA New Zealand Institute of International Affairs
NZLP New Zealand Labour Party
NZOYB New Zealand Official Year Book
NZPD New Zealand Parliamentary Debates
NZS New Zealand Statutes
OECD Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development
PEP Project Employment Programme
PSA Public Service Association
REACs Regional Employment and ACCESS Councils
RCSP Royal Commission on Social Policy
SNZ Statistics of New Zealand